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Abstract

Rheumatic and musculoskeletal diseases (RMD) are one of the leading epidemics among the Portuguese popu-
lation, with direct implications on the citizens’ quality of life. Therefore, a study on the diverse factors which may
influence the well-being of these patients can provide insight on how to improve prevention, treatments and overall
assistance given to the population. Through the data collect by the EpiDoC study, methods for dimensionality
reduction, such as Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA), and clustering methods, like Similarity Network
Fusion (SNF), were used to study participant subtypes and investigate possible patterns demonstrated by them.
After pre-processing the data, the adapted datasets are processed through the SNF method, with previously tested
parameters, and thereupon partitioned into data subgroups with Spectral Clustering. These are then evaluated with
clustering indexes and have their structure examined, to detect common feature categories between participants of
the same group. Some findings include a group of participants, mostly of ages below 45, without any reported RMD
and a set of isolated observations with at least one self-reported RMD. In addition, the SNF method confirmed
better performances when using a weighted Hamming distance, for processing categorical data. In conclusion, the
findings in this paper can serve as a starting point for a complete examination of all EpiDoC cohorts, providing
some details on the performance of the algorithms used and on interesting investigations to follow-up the results
here published.
Keywords: Rheumatic diseases, Clustering, Data analysis, Dimensionality reduction, ab-SNF

1. Introduction

Rheumatic and musculoskeletal diseases have been a
long epidemics issue throughout the years and it affects
several parts of our society, especially in developed
countries. These diseases are characterized by inflam-
mation and damage on the connecting or supporting
tissues of the body, which can affect significantly the
quality of life of the diagnosed patients, due to symp-
toms like discomfort, pain and impairment of daily
activities. The high prevalence of rheumatic diseases
in the Portuguese population has been gaining more
attention throughout the course of the years, specially
with its recent rapid ageing. The increasing number
of patients diagnosed with such diseases represents
increased costs on health care services and systems
which look to provide treatment to such individuals.
By allying the collected survey data to the most recent,
”tried and tested”, Big data algorithms, new conclusions
on such disease may be unravelled, which will be used
to instigate changes in the way current Medicine serves
these patients. In sum, the main goal in this thesis is
to provide a method, composed by several steps, for
the examination and classification of this data, while
additionally exposing new possible findings on this

information.

2. Background
2.1. EpiDoC Data
The EpiDoC (Epidemiology of Chronic Diseases) is a
prospective closed cohort study focused on collecting
population-based, health information aimed to address
a broad spectrum of rheumatic and chronic diseases.
Designed by researchers from NOVA Medical School
in Lisbon, this is one of the first Portuguese prospective
large cohort studies, representative of its population [4].
Its primary goal is to examine health determinants and
outcomes of chronic and non-communicable diseases
and following impact on resource consumption regard-
ing healthcare. Besides basic health details, the study
collected information on the prevalence of rheumatic
and chronic diseases and respective symptoms, health-
care resource consumption, lifestyle and quality of life.
10661 adult participants (≥ 18 years old), living in
the Portuguese territory, took part in this study, which
holds longitudinal data gathered along three study
waves, each one with its set of specific questions on
other related issues. The first wave of the EpiDoC
cohort, aimed to assess the prevalence of rheumatic
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and musculoskeletal diseases (RMD) in Portugal and
its burden [7]. The second wave of the EpiDoC cohort
(CoReumaPt),focused mainly on lifestyle behaviours
and its determinants but also on identifying the devel-
opment of innovative patient solutions to cope with
such disabilities. Finally, the third EpiDoC cohort
wave aimed to gather information on the inequalities in
access to health services and healthy foods, assessing
with more detail food insecurity and its consequences
in the population.

2.2. Outlier Detection - DBSCAN
The search for a proper outlier detection method for
the EpiDoC data was a long and slow process. Hierar-
chical clustering, K-means, Z-score and interquantile
range are among some of tested methods which were
excluded, since they were deemed inefficient to deal
with the available data, mostly due to its sparsity and
dispersion.
In the end, the method chosen, called Density-based
spatial clustering of applications with noise (or com-
monly known as DBSCAN [9]), produces density-based
clusters, with an algorithm which iterates through every
data sample and detects if each one meets the minimum
amount of neighboring points within a previously set
distance radius, both parameters initially set.
Every sample possessing the minimum amount of
neighbors within the given maximum distance, is
assigned into the same cluster as its neighbors. All
unplaced samples are considered as outliers, which
ought to be removed to avoid interference with the
results of further processes. DBSCAN allows to define
good clusters without previous knowledge on the
amount expected and to detect clusters with arbitrary
shapes [5], which otherwise would not be identified
or misclassified by more standard clustering methods,
such as K-means.

2.3. Multiple Correspondence Analysis
With outliers removed, another step must be performed,
due to the amount and variety of variables present
in each EpiDoC wave, to understand which domain
of the studies should be addressed first in this study.
After a thorough search, the chosen method was the
Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA), a form of
correspondence analysis used to analyze the behaviour
and relationship between a given set of categorical
variables [1]. Seen as a version of the Principle Com-
ponent Analysis method, made to deal with categorical
variables, it can also represent a given dataset as points
in a low-dimensional Euclidean space.
Ideally, the MCA method should be applied to a data
table composed by nominal variables. This means
MCA can also be applied to quantitative variable as
long as these are firstly discretized. The results from
MCA show which variables had a bigger contribution

to the re-scaling of the dataset, specially for the first
dimensions. Those variables should be examined more
closely further on.

2.4. Similarity Network Fusion
In order to classify the information in the EpiDoC
study, it was necessary important to find a method
which allowed to integrate and relate several types of
data which might not be entirely associated at first
glance. Therefore, such method should perform some
integrative clustering evaluation, so to relate both the
variables and the samples given in the dataset.
Albeit mostly known for its use in the study of expres-
sion data [3], methods based on clustering of multi-type
data can also be used with categorical or binary data,
like Similarity Network Fusion (SNF). With a distinct
approach, it uses networks of samples as a basis of
integration [11, 12].
For each available data type, the method calculates its
own network of samples which later are fused together
into a single network comprising of a full spectrum
of underlying data. The fused network will capture
both shared and complementary information from the
different data sources given, offering insight into how
relevant each data source is to the similarities observed
between all samples.

SNF – Method Let’s assume a dataset with n samples
and m variables and a patient network represented as
graph G = (V,E) where vertices V correspond to sam-
ples {x1, x2, ..., xn} and edges E represent weights on
how similar the samples are among themselves. Edges
E are also represented by a n × n similarity matrix W.
With ρ(xi, xj) as the Euclidean distance between sam-
ples xi and xj :

d(i, j) =

√√√√ K∑
k=1

(gik − gjk)2. (1)

Using a scaled exponential similarity kernel, with
ρ(xi, xj), it’s possible to calculate the similarity be-
tween samples xi and xj :

W(i, j) = exp

(
−ρ

2(xi, xj)

µεi,j

)
, (2)

where µ is an empirically set hyperparameter (with rec-
ommended setting between 0.3 and 0.8) and εi,j is de-
signed to eliminate the scaling problem:

εi,j =
mean(ρ(xi, Ni)) +mean(ρ(xj , Nj)) + ρ(xi, xj)

3
,

(3)
where mean(ρ(xi, Ni)) denotes the average value of
the distances between xi and its neighbors. For cate-
gorical/discrete data, it is advisable to use a chi-squared
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distance measure.
To fuse the multiple types of data into a matrix, a
full and sparse kernel is defined on the vertex set V
and can be represented by a normalized weight matrix
P = D−1W, with D as a diagonal matrix with entries
D(i,i) =

∑
j W(i, j), so that

∑
j P(i, j) = 1. A sug-

gested alternative, to avoid numerical instability from
the presence of self-similarities on the diagonal entries
of W, is to perform a normalization free of the scale of
self-similarity, still holding

∑
j P(i, j) = 1:

P(i, j) =

{
W(i,j)

2
∑

k 6=i W(i,k) , j 6= i,
1
2 j = i.

(4)

Given a graph G and with Ni representing a set of xi
neighbors (including itself) in G, it’s possible to mea-
sure local affinity using “K nearest neighbors”, ensur-
ing the similarities between non-neighboring samples
are set to zero:

S(i, j) =

{
W(i,j)∑

k∈Ni
W(i,k) , j ∈ Ni

0 otherwise.
(5)

Local affinity assumes that local similarities are more
reliable than remote ones. Consequently, P will carries
full information about the similarities between all sam-
ples, while S encodes only the similarity of each sample
to a restrict set of neighboring points. The algorithm’s
initial state is equivalent to P, and S is used as a ker-
nel matrix in the fusion process to promote the capture
of local structures in the graph and computational ef-
ficiency. With d different data types, all containing n
samples, it’s necessary to calculate matrices W(v), P(v)

and S(v) using equations (2), (4) and (5), respectively,
for each view v = 1, 2, ..., d.
The initial status matrices at t = 0 will be P(v)

t=0 = P(v).
The key part of this step is to iteratively update the sim-
ilarity matrices corresponding to each of the given data
types, where P(v)

t+1 is the status matrix of data type v,
after t iterations. Consequently, the matrices are up-
dated by generating d parallel interchanging diffusion
processes, as follows:

P(v) = S(v) ×
∑

k 6=v P(k)

d− 1
× (S(v))T , v = 1, 2, ..., d.

(6)
After one iteration, normalization (as in 4) should be
performed to ensure each patient is always the most sim-
ilar to himself and guarantee the full rank of the final
network. Due to S being a KNN graph of P, the reduc-
tion of noise happens between instances, given that the
similarity information is only propagated through com-
mon neighborhoods.
From the fused similarity matrix is possible to obtain
clusters of data which express a know or unknown sub-
type of information among it, by dividing the fused ma-
trix into C clusters, each corresponding to one subtype.

Therefore, sample xi is associated with a label indicator
vector yi ∈ {0, 1}C , so that yi(k) = 1 in case sample xi
belongs to the kth cluster, or yi(k) = 0 otherwise. The
partition matrix Y = (yT1 ; yT2 ; ...; yT

n ; ) is used to repre-
sent the clustering scheme. The main clustering method
used is Spectral Clustering, since it’s effective in cap-
turing the global structure of a graph. The procedure
consists in solving the optimization problem:

minQ∈Rn×CTrace(QT L+Q)

s.t.QT Q = 1,
(7)

where Q = Y(YT Y)−
1
2 is a scaled partition

matrix, L+ is the normalized Laplacian matrix
L+ = I − D−

1
2 WD−

1
2 , with a given similarity matrix

W and a network degree matrix D. Matrix D retains
the degrees of each node on its diagonal and all other
off-diagonal elements are set to zero.

Boosted SNF New proposals on how to boost the per-
formance of the SNF method have appeared recently,
like the one presented in [8], named association-signal-
annotations boosted SNF (ab-SNF). It proposes using
feature-level association signal annotations as weights
to boost signal features and diminish noise features
when constructing similarity networks, enhancing the
performance of the SNF subtyping capacity. This
method calculates weights for all features (normalized
to zero mean and unit standard deviation) used prior
to constructing their respective similarity matrices. Re-
garding discrete features, these may need to be worked
on individually, by defining a binary code to classify the
quality of its information.
Let’s consider the use of genetic information: for each
data type used with continuous features, the features are
weighted using the feature-level association p-value pk
from comparing tumor samples to adjacent normal sam-
ples at feature k, by means of a two sample t-test. Con-
sideringK as the total amount of features present in that
type of data, the feature-level weight is calculated as:

wk =
−log10(pk)∑K

k=1(−log10(pk))
. (8)

Unlike the original approach, ab-SNF uses weighted
distances considering the wk weights, to create a
boosted sample similarity network. Let’s consider a
given pair of samples i and j. For continuous features,
a weighted Euclidean distance is the most used:

d(i, j) =

√√√√ K∑
k=1

wk(gik − gjk)2, (9)

while for binary features it is preferable a weighted
Hamming distance:

d(i, j) =

K∑
k=1

wk|gik − gjk|. (10)
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For interpretation purposes, gik and gjk refer to the kth

feature of samples i and j.
Using the adequate version of weighted distance d(i, j),
the original scaled exponential similarity kernel (Eq.
(2)) and corresponding εi,j parameter to eliminate the
scaling problem (Eq. (3)), are adapted into their alter-
native weighted versions. Thereby, with µ as an empir-
ically set hyperparameter (and remaining variables ex-
plained in the original SNF method), the new scaled ex-
ponential similarity kernel (W’) is calculated as:

W’(i, j) = exp

(
−d

2(xi, xj)

µεi,j

)
, (11)

with the adapted εi,j parameter to eliminate the scaling
problem:

εi,j =
mean(d(xi,Ni))+mean(d(xj ,Nj))+d(xi,xj)

3 .
(12)

The weighted similarity measures between samples i
and j, W’ij = W’(i, j) represent the boosted patient
similarity network W’. From this point on, the ab-SNF
follows the rest of the procedure according to the origi-
nal approach to SNF, using the new boosted similarity
matrix W’ instead of the previous non-boosted one W
(Eq. (2)).

2.4.1 Cluster evaluation criteria

In order to evaluate the performance of the clustering
methods chosen, some clustering criteria was studied
as possible solutions for this purpose. The clustering
indexes chosen are the Silhouette, Dunn, PBM and the
Davies-Bouldin indexes, which seek to determine the
consistency and of the clusters, the distance between
them or among their points and barycenters or their
cohesion [10]. Such indexes are widely known and
used in the scientific community for the evaluation of
clusters.

3. Implementation
3.1. Data Preparation
The three datasets from the EpiDoC cohort focused on
different topics and, therefore, the number of variables
registered in the three waves differ from each. In
addition, the amount of information gathered decreases
along the study, due to various reasons. Table 1
shows the complete dimensions of all original datasets,
including the amount of missing values of each and
their percentage in regards to the respective dataset.

3.1.1 Cleaning the data

Since there is around 50% of missing data in all
datasets, it is necessary to discard some of the variables
which contain very few information, to not interfere

Datasets EpiDoC1 EpiDoC2 EpiDoC3
Observations 10661 10661 10661
Features 921 750 598
Missing Values 4913650 4530276 2753864
% Missing Values 50,043 56,659 43,196

Table 1: Information on the original dimensions and
amount of missing data of the EpiDoC datasets.

with the relevance of more complete variables. The
following steps were performed using Python tools,
suck as the panda package.
The first step was to select if the new clean version
would retained samples from all over the country or
from a certain region, along with another optional step,
to whether eliminate variables with redundant or irrele-
vant information for the study, which include data about
the interviewers, national ponderers and redundant
continuous data, which are already represented by a
categorized group. Next, all the dataset features which
had more than 30% of data missing were discarded, fol-
lowed by the observations of the dataset with the same
conditions. New statistical information on the current
dimensions was saved throughout these operations. All
features whose information was recorded in the form of
a string or a date were discarded too. Finally, the ’ID’
feature relative to the participants’ ID in the study was
separated onto another file and new statistical data on
final dimensionality of the resulting dataset was also
gathered, for posterior analysis.
Given the complexity of the algorithms used, it was
opted to use a smaller dataset so to optimize the study
in terms of running time. Therefore, the dataset chosen
for this purpose was the clean EpiDoC 1 dataset, with
the Lisbon region participants, since this was the one
which retained a higher percentage of features in the
end, out of all of the three EpiDoC clean datasets with
Lisbon participants.

3.1.2 Discretize the data

The majority of the data in this cohort was collected in
the form of categorical values, already set and classified
by the entities responsible for the EpiDoC study. How-
ever, after performing the cleaning process, some con-
tinuous data was preserved and had to be dealt with. It
was decided to set all continuous values as categorical
ones, through a step named discretization. Using Python
packages such as Pandas, these variables were assigned
new integer values which would classify them into a
category created based on the distribution of its origi-
nal values. Most original categorical variables had be-
tween two and eight variables, so it was decided that all
the variables with more than ten unique values were to
be discretized into six categories, equally spaced among
them. The new categories formed and its respective in-
terval details were saved onto a separate file. The av-
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erage percentage of discretized variables for EpiDoC 1
was 7.8%, for EpiDoC 2 15.4% and for EpiDoC 3 5.8%.

3.2. Data Reduction
3.2.1 Outlier Detection

As mentioned in Section 2.2, the outlier detection step
was done using the DBSCAN algorithm, implemented
in the fpc and dbscan R packages available in RStudio.
These functions allow to calculate clusters through
DBSCAN and the optimal value of maximum neighbor
distance according to the minimum number of neigh-
bors admitted. The functions in these packages also
identify the outliers present in the data, inserting them
into a cluster of its own, whose ids are later retrieved
and saved onto a separate file for posterior reference.
Firstly, the data was used to create its own distance
matrix following the Euclidean distance method, with
function dist() from stats R package. The package
built-in function used for determining the value of ε
was kNNdistplot(), from package dbscan, with the value
of minimum neighbors set to 3. The function used to
performed the DBSCAN method, now with the value of
k and ε set was function dbscan() from package fpc.

3.2.2 Multiple Correspondence Analysis

The Multiple Correspondence Analysis was also per-
formed using built-in functions existent in R packages
such as FactoMineR and factoextra, which perform the
algorithm and produce a series of comprehensive plots
around the information found, such as the eigenvalues
of each dimension and the contribution of each variable
and individual. To do so, the data must be saved onto
a data frame with its value stored as factors instead of
numeric values, without altering any of the contents of
the datasets.
The MCA method was done via a R function called
MCA() from package FactoMineR which returns a list
with information about the results and further statis-
tics. Visualization functions such as fviz screeplot(),
fviz contrib() and get eigenvalue() from package fac-
toextra, are used to study the percentage of explained
variance per dimension and the contribution of variables
in the first new dimensions calculated by MCA.

3.3. Similarity Network Fusion and Preparation
The categories which appeared to have higher contribu-
tions in the first two dimensions created by the MCA
method, were selected as the categories to follow up
in the following stages of this study. Along with the
patients’ basic information and their screenings, these
categories were separated into their own dataframes
to later be applied to the SNF algorithm, a procedure
done with Python Pandas package, to cut the cleaned
and discretized data file into segments of data, later
saved onto separate data files to be upload into the R

workspace environment (RStudio).

3.4. Weight calculation for boosted SNF
In order to implement the boosted version of the SNF
method, known as ab-SNF, some changes had to be
made regarding the differences between the data used in
[8] when describing this implementation and our data.
Unlike in paper [8], the EpiDoC data features are com-
posed by discrete variables, for which the use of a t-
test like the one mentioned in Section 2.4, regarding the
boosted SNF, is not appropriate, deeming necessary to
use another form of t-test. The method selected to test
was the Kolmogorov-Smirnov one sample t-test, as sug-
gested in [2], using the ks.test function from the dgof
R package, which returns a group of statistical values
associated to this test, including the p-value used to
calculate the weights wk for features k = 1, 2, ...,K,
as explained previously in Equation (8). Since func-
tion y(pk) = −log10(pk) tends to infinity when the
values of pk get closer to zero, and knowing p-value
ranges from zero (0) to one (1), it is necessary to adapt
the previous function to deal with features of the data
which may have a p-value equal to zero. In order to
do this, a value of uncertainty of 0.001 was assumed
so that when a feature has p-value pk = 0, it assumes
y(pk = 0) = −log10(0.001) ≈ 3:

y(pk) =

{
−log10(0.001), pk = 0
−log10(pk), otherwise.

(13)

When all y(pk) have been calculated, these are summed
and such sum would be used in a division operation
with the y(pk) values to obtain the weight values wk.
Given that pk ∈ [0, 1], then wk ≥ 0 for all pk ∈ [0, 1].
The wk values are then stored in the vectors previously
created for them.

3.4.1 Similarity Network Fusion

Similarity Network Fusion was performed through the
available code from the ab-SNF paper ([8]).
Firstly, is necessary to translate each data segment into
its own distance matrix, which can be done with the use
of a normal Euclidean distance (Eq. (1) - dist2()), or its
weighted version (Eq. (9) - dist2 w()). However, since
the data has been discretized, a potentially more suit-
able distance parameter such as the weighted Hamming
distance (Eq. (10)), should be tested too. The Hamming
distance can be reproduced using the distance() function
from analogue R package, using the Manhattan distance
measure (considering samples xi and xj), similar to the
Hamming distance. The weighted version of the Man-
hattan distance (Eq. (10)) can be easily done by multi-
plying element-wise each row (observation) of a dataset
by the corresponding weight vector. The resulting ma-
trix can be used in the distance() function, with the Man-
hattan method, to calculate the boosted Hamming dis-
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tance matrix, remembering that the weights wk ≥ 0 and
the absolute value properties:

d(i, j) =

K∑
k=1

wk|gik − gjk|

=

K∑
k=1

|wk||gik − gjk|

=

K∑
k=1

|wk(gik − gjk)|

=

K∑
k=1

|wkgik − wkgjk|.

(14)

The final step is building its respective similarity
matrix, based on Equation (2), using function affini-
tyMatrix() included in the ab-SNF downloaded code,
with µ = 0.5 and K = 20 (considering the 20 closest
neighbor samples for each sample). These matrices
are fused together into the similarity fused network,
retaining information on the correlation among all the
data segments provided, by using the SNF() function
provided in the ab-SNF code, which performs Equation
(6), in 20 iterations (t = 20), considering the 20
nearest neighbors for every sample (K = 20). To
better understand the results from the fusion step, it’s
advisable to classify the fused similarity matrix into
clusters. In order to determine a possible optimal
number of clusters to generate, a set of functions were
used to determine the optimal amount of clusters. The
fviz nbclust() function, from the factoextra R package,
allows to run iteratively the data through the k-means
partitioning method, with different values of clusters
and comparing the results in each iteration, based on
two parameters: the “Elbow” method, for total within
sum of square, and the “Silhouette” method, for average
silhouette width. The results were expressed in a plot
line.
From the results obtained from both these plots, the
proposed k value is used to compute the data through
a k-means algorithm to predict possible results for
Spectral Clustering. If no optimal value of k was found,
it will be assumed the value of k = 2 or the square
root of the original amount of features in the data for
the clustering algorithms. The function eclust(), from
package factoextra, applies the k-means algorithm to
the data given according to the given k value, and,
along with function fviz cluster, these functions plot the
results in a two-dimensional plane. After investigating
the results from the experiment with k-means, the final
clustering step is applied, using the Spectral Clustering
method (Eq. (7)) and the chosen k value with the spec-
tralClustering() function retrieved from the ab-SNF
code. The result is presented in the form of matrix,
where it’s able to observe distinct bundles of data along
one diagonal of the matrix. The clustering results
obtained are examined through all the datasets initially

provided to the algorithm, to verify the characteristics
of the patients in each of the clusters formed. These
steps are performed through the use of functions from
the stats, plyr, dplyr, productplots and CGPfunctions R
packages.

3.5. Verification and Validation
The clusters formed by the SNF method were evaluated
through clustering indexes through the use of the
clusterCrit R package function, intCriteria(), which
receives as input data on the fused data matrix and
the cluster vector created by the Spectral Clustering
algorithm.

4. Results
4.1. EpiDoC3 experiment
A first experiment conducted with the data from
EpiDoC 3 was made before examining EpiDoC 1,
with the purpose of verifying if the ab-SNF algorithm
was able to recreate some of the findings of previous
papers on such dataset, regarding the sleeping patterns
of the Portuguese population discussed in paper [6],
which presented 3 categories of daily sleeping patterns:
Short Sleep Duration (≤ 5 hours - SSD), Normal
Sleep Duration (>5 and <9 hours - NSD) and Long
Sleep Duration (≥ 9 hours - LSD). The same data
was collected from EpiDoC 3 and organized into a
dataset with basic participants information and another
with the remaining features, including professional
situation, civil status and hospitalization. This test was
made with a sample containing participants from all
regions of Portugal, to compare the sleeping patterns
throughout the whole country, comprising of a total of
5437 participants. No outlier detection or removal was
performed, for a simulation as closest as possible to the
original. Since the more relevant variables of data were
already known, no Multiple Correspondence Analysis
was performed either. However, the missing values
were still substituted by “-1”, and discretization.
The weights were calculated, for applying the weighted
Hamming distance method (Eq. (14)), to construct
the boosted distance matrices and follow the imple-
mentation steps in Section 3.3. Neither the “Elbow”
or “Silhouette” method managed to find an optimal
number of clusters to divide the fused matrix into. in
spite of this, it was still chosen to perform Spectral
Clustering (Eq. (7)) on the fused information with
k = 2 and k = 75, an amount of clusters which
corresponds to the square root of the number of
observations present in this study. Table 2 presents
the cluster indexes found. From the indexes obtained,
it’s possible to find some disparities between the two
values of k simulated, which seemed to define the
k = 2 case as the best performing out of the two.
In conclusion, in order to facilitate cluster analysis,
the k = 2 scenario was the one chose to investigate
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Indexes k=2 k=75
Silhouette 8.16683×10−5 -1.264908×10−2

Dunn 0.9458709 0.9629883
PBM 8.243867×10−5 8.097778×10−6

Davies-Bouldin 61.16883 13.39961

Table 2: Table containing the cluster indexes for the two
simulations.

further into the feature distribution along the partitions
formed. Afterwards, the distribution of basic partici-
pants’ information along the two clusters formed was
examined, with results showing a prevalence of younger
participants in cluster 1, while cluster 2 is significantly
composed by older people. Both cluster had a majority
of female participants. The regional distribution is
very similar throughout both partitions but the daily
sleep duration varies between them, due to cluster 1
having the majority of participants who reported NSD,
while cluster 2 has the majority in the two remaining
sleep categories, confirming one of the findings in the
paper [6], which associates SSD with older participants.
Other confirmed findings are the high percentages of
SSD cases in the Algarve region (while Azores has
the lowest percentage one), the association of higher
percentages of NSD to the Lisbon region, the relation
between retirement and unemployment to a higher SSD
percentage, also very common in widowed participants.

4.2. Dimensionality reduction
The dimensionality reduction performed on the EpiDoC
1, regarding the Lisbon population, comprises on the
outlier detection step along with the application of the
MCA method to gain some insight on more relevant
variables present in this dataset.
Regarding the outlier detection step, which was per-
formed using DBSCAN, with a minimum of 3 neigh-
bors and maximum neighbor distance of 350, it was
possible to detect 18 outliers from the total 2484 par-
ticipants, alf of which were removed from the dataset
afterwards. In terms of performance, these results man-
ifested in a Dunn index of 0.4286556.
Following the outlier removal, the MCA method was
used to detect groups of variables which may be more
interesting to study first, done as per the implementation
described in Section 3.2.2. It’s important to refer how
factorizing the dataset can influence the MCA results,
since all variables which contain non-binary values are
reshaped as sets of one-hot encoded variables: the MCA
algorithm examines each and every single one of the
feature columns created and, therefore, can show which
categories of certain questions were deemed more sig-
nificant. A first glimpse into the results of MCA should
be towards the percentage of explained variables in each
new dimension created by the algorithm, as presented by
Figure 1.

The data’s high dimensions can explain how the per-
centage of explained variables for the first 10 dimen-

Figure 1: Screeplot from MCA results for EpiDoC1 re-
garding the Lisbon population, with outliers removed.
Here, it’s represented the percentage of explained vari-
ables in each dimension created by the algorithm.

sions is so low; as expected, this percentage seems
to lower further down as the number of dimensions
grow. Likewise, it was expected to observe a higher
percentage for the first dimension. For these reasons,
only the two first dimensions were examined, to de-
termine the 50 most contributing feature categories in
each of them. For the first dimension, among variables
on RMD screenings (Fibromyalgia and Arthritis), cat-
egories from variables of the RD1, EQ5D, HAQ and
SF36 question groups appear most frequently. From the
results of the second dimension, the contribution comes
predominantly from the categories in the RD1 question
group, namely from the missing values of some of these
questions. Consequently, these results provided 4 ques-
tion groups to be analysed further on, to study their rele-
vance in the Lisbon population, and relate to the follow-
ing concerns:

• RD1: Related to presence of pain or discomfort in
recent times, duration and where it occurs

• EQ5D: Related to current health state and attitude
towards daily activities, personal care and mood

• HAQ: Regarding psychological state and influence
in overall daily activities and mood

• SF36: About health updates and difficulties felt
when performing day-to-day chores and physi-
cal/psychological limitations felt in personal and
social contexts

4.3. Similarity Network Fusion
Boosted version vs. Original Some tests were made
to compare the performance of SNF based on the differ-
ent distance measures available to construct the initial
distance matrix and whether the use of feature weights
could improve the overall clustering performance. Us-
ing the combined basic dataset created after the MCA
procedure (with 2466 individuals), comprising of the
one set with the patients’ basic data and another with
their self-reported RMD screenings, 4 different com-
binations of distance measures were tested: Normal
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Euclidean, Weighted Euclidean, Normal Hamming and
Weight Hamming. After calculating the feature weights
for the weighted scenarios, the normal SNF implemen-
tation was done, using the different distance scenarios
mentioned before. and then processed into their own
affinity matrices to finally be fused into one whole ma-
trix. Each of the 4 fused matrices were then tested
through the “Elbow” and “Silhouette” methods, using
k-means clustering, to determine an optimal number of
k clusters to be partitioned into later. Regarding the
k-means procedure, none of the results from the “El-
bow” method managed to obtain an optimal value of k
but the “Silhouette” method found at least one optimal
k = 2 value for one of the four scenarios. Subsequently,
some pre-visualization of a possible partition was simu-
lated with the k-means method, using the k value found
through the “Silhouette” method, imposing k = 2 for
the scenarios were no k value was obtained. Figures 2
show the plots obtained for the weighted scenarios.

(a) Weighted Euclidean distance.

(b) Weighted Hamming distance.

Figure 2: k-means plot solutions for the basic combina-
tion dataset, for the weighted version of the Euclidean
and Hamming distance matrices.

The results provided by the k-means partition shown
in Figures 2, prove how different distance measures can
originate distinct data points distribution throughout a
two-dimensional plane. The weighted Hamming sce-
nario, clearly allows to distinguish two separate clusters
in the plot, while the data points from the weighted Eu-
clidean scenario are rearranged into two groups of scat-
tered points, but with no visible separation. Following
the pre-visualization step, the fused datasets from each
scenario were again partition through Spectral Cluster-
ing, using k = 2 and k =

√
2466 ≈ 50, and were eval-

uated their indexes, which are fairly similar throughout
all the scenarios. In regards to the Silhouette index for
k = 2, the values obtained, although positive, are very
low and close to zero. All Dunn indexes obtained are
very similar, with a value close to 1. The scenario with
the worst performance regarding these parameters was
the weighted Euclidean distance measure, for both val-
ues of k. All PBM index values had very little variation
among them all, but the weighted Euclidean distance,
for K = 50, had the highest value, indicating this result
has the best partition and cluster separation. The best
performing case for Davies-Bouldin was the weighted
Euclidean distance on k = 50, with the smallest index
value of all, meaning this is scenario had a better ratio
between within-cluster scatter and cluster separation.
Overall, considering both the advantages demonstrated
by the used of weights via the indexes encountered
and the figures previously mentioned, along with the
recommended distance for discrete data presented in
the beginning of this Section, it was chosen to adopt
the weighted Hamming distance as the default distance
measure for the following tests with the SNF method.

Boosted Similarity Network Fusion To obtain some
new insight on combinations of variables on the datasets
selected based on the results of MCA, these were put
through the ab-SNF method, with a weighted Hamming
distance. Thus, all data sets created in Section 4.2,
were run though the steps described in Section 3.3, in
order to determine the optimal number of partitions
to perform in each one, the resulting matrices and
respective clustering indexes for comparison purposes.
The datasets were firstly divided into two or three
smaller datasets, one retaining all the screening of
RMD’s self-reported by the participants, another with
their basic information (gender, age gap and Body
Mass Index) and a third one retaining one of the studied
question groups (RD1, EQ-5D, HAQ and SF36). All
combinations of data contained at least the patients’
basic data and RMD screenings, here denominated as
the baseline data combination.
Regarding the search of an optimal value of k with
k-means, none of the “Elbow” methods succeed in con-
verging to a value, while the “Silhouette” method found
k = 2 solely for the RD1 and HAQ data combinations.
Since there was no insight on the optimal number of
clusters to expect from any of the fused datasets (apart
from the RD1 HAQ), it was decided to partition these
into 2 clusters, as well. In addition, it was opted to test
as well how the algorithm would perform with a value
which corresponded to the square root of the amount
of observations inputted, k =

√
2466 ≈ 50 (as normal

practice in Clustering methods), and with k = 100.
After performing Spectral Clustering on each of fused
dataset, for the three values of k, the cluster indexes
were calculated.
Let’s first examine the indexes found for k = 2. All
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combinations of data achieved a positive Silhouette
index, even though very close to zero. However, the
highest one is from the basic data combination. The
Dunn index looks very similar in all datasets, with an
approximate value of 0.99, indicating similar quality
in terms of compactness and separation between clus-
ters. PBM index has very low values for all datasets.
Nonetheless, the EQ-5D dataset has a slightly higher
PBM index, related to a better ratio between intra-
cluster distances and distances between the two cluster
barycenters, in relation to the remaining datasets. In
terms of the Davies-Bouldin index, the basic dataset
combination had a lower index value, indicating a
better ratio between within-cluster scatter and cluster
separation. On overall quality, RD1 is possibly the
dataset with the worst partitioning quality, while the
basic data combination appears to have the best quality
of them all.
Now, let’s analyze the performance of Spectral Cluster-
ing for the remaining values of k = 50 and k = 100.
Unfortunately, the function used did not manage to
calculate the overall Silhouette index for any of these
scenarios, due to the existence of clusters with single
observations in the results obtained. The Dunn index
was the one which had the most similar results in
all tests. However, the PBM and the Davies-Bouldin
indexes have very different conclusions: PBM indicates
better partitioning for k = 50 , while the best (and low-
est) values of Davies-Bouldin happen when k = 100.
Finally, it was chosen to investigate more further the
partitions created with k = 100, especially between the
baseline data combination and the RD1 combination
(the one withe one of the best PBM and Davies-Bouldin
indexes).
By examining the isolated points discovered first, it’s
possible to find some similarities between the result of
both datasets, namely regarding how all isolated point
correspond to participants with, at least, one RMD
reported, mostly of female, older, with higher Body
Mass indexes and more positive reports on Spondy-
loarthritis, Osteoarthritis and Periarticular Rheumatism.
Rheumatic Polymyalgia was the least reported disease.
18 common observations were found, from the total 46
potential matches.
Regarding the biggest clusters found, both versions
have an even gender distribution and few cases of
”Underweight” participants. The ratio between positive
and negative RMD screenings is smaller in the RD1
dataset cluster than in the baseline data combination,
as seen in Figures 3. Here, 520 out of the possible 911
common observations were discovered.

Finally, the 2nd biggest clusters from these datasets,
with approximate sizes, also differs a lot in relation to
the distribution of RMD screenings. Unlike the cluster
from the RD1 data combination, the cluster from the
basic dataset has mainly young participants without
any reported RMD. No matches of observations were

(a) Regarding the basic data combination.

(b) Regarding the RD1 data combination.

Figure 3: Alluvial plots with the characterization of pa-
tients belonging in the biggest clusters formed for the
basic and RD1 combination datasets, with Spectral clus-
tering for k = 100. the unclassified lines in the “BMI”
feature designate patients with missing values in such
category.

found for these two 2nd biggest clusters from the
k = 100 scenario, out of the potential 625. Such results
seem to indicate how this cluster from the RD1 data
combination might correspond to a particular type of
participants with RMDs, conditioned by the matters
dealt with in the RD1 question group.

4.4. Final remarks
The final results obtained show the potential of the
EpiDoC data cohorts in finding new information on
how the epidemics of rheumatic diseases affect the
Portuguese population. The application of the MCA
method resulted in interesting conclusions how on
important the perception of pain and emotional well-
being affects the Portuguese population, issues that
sometimes are neglected during the prescription of a
treatment or therapy.
It’s also possible to evaluate the overall performance of
the ab-SNF method. Evidently, the use of weights and
Hamming distance as the preferred parameters for the
creation of the distance matrices helped in improving
the visualization and classification of the tested data.
The distribution of features in the clusters found by
ab-SNF, was also very interesting, due to the detection
of a partition of solely “healthy” participants. This solid
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group of participants is one example of this method’s
potential power when binding similar observations into
the same group. Notwithstanding, more testing with
other combinations of data could be more be more
clarifying on the exactness of this method.
An unexpected finding from the use of the ab-SNF
method was the big amount of clusters with solely one
observation found, deeming this method as another
potential outlier detection method. In studies such
as this one, sometimes it can be interesting to also
investigate some of the characteristics found in these
isolated points, which sometimes can be related to a
patient with a very interesting medical history.

5. Conclusions
The main goal of analyzing the EpiDoC data regarding
the prevalence of rheumatic diseases in the Portuguese
population was met. Overall, this thesis produced
interesting results on the study of EpiDoC data and the
performance test conducted on the SNF method. As ex-
pected, using a weighted Hamming distance to classify
categorical data, resulted in better clustering indexes
and a better cluster visualization, when compared with
to other distance measures. Finally, some interesting
clusters were also found, where, independently of the
number of partitions made, it was possible to observe
one cluster of solely “healthy” participants, with the
same size, in most of the dataset combinations made.
Overall, it’s possible to say the ab-SNF method is an
interesting tool for categorical data classification, due
to the results it was able to produce for this study.
Nonetheless, the results reproduced represent a single
drop in an ocean filled with potential when it comes
to the EpiDoC study. An obvious proposition for
future work, relies on performing more tests using the
ab-SNF method proposed, with other combinations
of data taken from the EpiDoC datasets, containing
a bigger participants sample, in order to target other
questions related to the diagnosis of rheumatic diseases
or regarding life habits from the Portuguese population.
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